
CONNECTED OUTDOOR LIGHTING 

   URBAN DATA SOLUTIONS

Connected Smart City Assets,
With One System.
The municipality of Mersing district in Johor manages lighting, A.I Traffic
CCTV and environmental data with one central management system,
AdvanCTi.

Jalan Jemaluang, Mersing, Johor.



Mersing is a coastal town in southeast Malaysia. It's
known as the departure point for ferries to offshore
islands like Pulau Tioman and Pulau Rawa.

Mersing town is particularly significant for a number of
reasons: it is one of only two major towns situated in the
eastern half of Johor state (the other being Kota Tinggi),
and it is the main departure point for ferries to the
nearby offshore islands such as Tioman Island. Making
Mersing one of the centers of attraction in Johor.

The district of Mersing is governed by the District
Council known as the Mersing District Municipality.

This Municipality acknowledges the need for Smart City
initiatives to bring prosper and innovation to the people
of Mersing.

Hence, AdvanCTi is honored to be selected by Mersing
Municipality as the preferred brand to bring Smart City
Innovation to become reality in Mersing.



With AdvanCTi Central Management System connected
with the LED luminaires, the system enables the Mersing
Municipality to have total control over their street light
assets. 

One of the features in AdvanCTi such as the 'Dimming
Pattern Schedules', allows the municipality to customize
the dimming pattern with its own designated timing. 

Allowing different dimming percentages to be set, from low
percentage during the bright time and full percentage
during the dark time. 

During the dark in Mersing, AdvanCTi's LED luminaires
lighten up the street with the Nema-ready street light, along
the road of Jalan Wawasan in Mersing Johor. The
combination of the LED luminaires and AdvanCTi
technology has enabled the municipality to reduce energy
consumption by as much as 60%, extend the useful life of
the luminaires, and lower maintenance costs to almost
zero.

Costs Savings with Adjustable Lighting

NEMA CONTROLLER

NEMA READY  STREET LIGHT



AdvanCTi offers a flexible, easy-to-use, point-and-click
interface, allowing the municipality and the outdoor lighting
managers to control all light points in an installation.

This integrated platform is backed with cloud-based
technology, ensuring all the data is stored safely within a
secured network.

Not limited to light-point control, AdvanCTi offers flexible
solutions by serving as a digital maintenance logbook,
spare-parts information, faults notification, CCTV live feed
monitoring, sensors reading, and many more.

Making AdvanCTi a full-fledge Centralized Smart City
Management System, that eases lighting and
traffic/environmental data management, with just one click
away.

The Mersing municipality will no longer need to carry out
one-by-one maintenance checks on the lighting pole, If a
light point fails, AdvanCTi instantly sends an e-mail and
report stating which luminaire has failed and why. This will
speeds up the task of maintaining the
installation.

Centralized Management System



Urban Data Solutions

A data-driven city is the next smart city. The district of Mersing
has elevated its data harvesting method by installing
AdvanCTi's Integrated Environmental Sensor, Clear Sense. 

This version of Clear Sense detects PM2.5, PM10, humidity,
and temperature. Giving the municipality the flexibilities to
predict accurately and prepare for any environmental disaster in
a localized area.

The street of Jalan Wawasan in Mersing has been equipped
with AdvanCTi's artificial intelligence CCTV, Clear Sight. That is
capable to generate video analytics from Vehicle Classification,
Vehicle Counting, Vehicle Waiting-Time Calculation, and many
more.

Making the city of Mersing smarter than ever in harvesting their
city's data.



VEHICLE CLASSIFICATION

VEHICLE COUNTING

WAITING TIME CALCULATION

ILLEGAL MANEUVER DETECTION

JOURNEY TIME CALCULATION

LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION

INCIDENT DETECTION

VEHICLE TRACKING

PM 2.5 AIR POLLUTION

PM 10 AIR POLLUTION

HUMIDITY

TEMPERATURE



MERSING CITY IS NOW ONE STEP FORWARD
TO BECOME A SMART CITY.
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Your Smart City Solutions


